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I'll Nev
Never
er T
Tell
ell

by Catherine McKenzie

Now, the MacAllister children are all grown up.
After their parents die suddenly, they return to
Camp to read the will and decide what to do
with the prime real estate it's sitting on. But then the will is read and
they learn that it's much more complicated than a simple vote. Until
they unravel the mystery of what happened to Amanda, they can't
move forward.

Searching for Sylvie Lee
by Jean Kwok

The best-selling author of Girl in Translation
draws on a personal family tragedy in the story
of three women from a Chinese immigrant
family who navigate complicated secrets when
an elder daughter goes missing.

Bunn
Bunnyy

by Mona Awad

Invited to join a popular clique at her university,
a misfit artist with a dark imagination is drawn
into ritualistic activities that transform her
perspectives on reality.

Jack 1939

by Francine Mathews

Tapped by President Franklin Roosevelt to
travel to Europe and learn what the Nazis are
actually planning, 22-year-old John F. Kennedy,
a sickly and unpromising second son of
Roosevelt's Ambassador to Britain, becomes
embroiled in the president's high-stakes effort to
stop the flow of German money.

The last house guest
by Megan Miranda

When her longtime best friend is found
murdered, a woman combs through her idyllic
Maine tourist community to uncover local
secrets and clear her name of suspicion.

Tell me ev
everything
erything : a nov
novel
el
by Cambria Brockman

A college senior on the cusp of graduation uses
her extraordinary insights to uncover her friends'
closest-held secrets before a devastating chain of
events culminates in a murder that tests the
limits of her capabilities.

Half finished : a nov
novel
el
by Lauraine Snelling

Forming a group so that they can motivate each
other to finish the projects they start, a craft
circle discovers that their relationships with
loved ones and with God are also unfinished.

The w
woman
oman in the dark
by Vanessa Savage

A dangerous accident prompts a family's
relocation to a gothic seaside house, the site of
an infamous murder 15 years earlier, where a wife
and mother struggling with depression
investigates rumors about the killer's parole.

The altruists : a nov
novel
el
by Andrew Ridker

On the brink of losing the family home, a
Midwestern college professor and widower
reaches out to his estranged children under the
guise of a reconciliation, only to unleash a
maelstrom of age-old resentments.

The T
Tehran
ehran Initiativ
Initiativee
by Joel C. Rosenberg

With the stakes high and few viable options left,
the president of the United States orders CIA
operative David Shirazi and his team to track
down and sabotage Iran's nuclear warheads
before Iran or Israel can launch a devastating
first strike.

